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"BRITANSKYI SOYUZNIK", FIRST FOREIGN NEWSPAPER' IN

U.S.S.R. APPEARS TOMORROW

4,000 PHOTOGRAPHS SUNK El ARCTIC

First issue of BRITANSKYI SOYUZNIK (British Ally), illustrated weekly

newspaper published in Russian by thePress Department of the British Embassy
in Kuibyshev, appears tomorrow, Saturday, 'August 15.

The new'paper presents all aspects of the--British war especially
at sea, in the air, the factories and the fields, and on the widespread fronts

of the British Commonwealth, It carries news of acts of heroism by: Service men
and women and civilians, as well as articles on science, literature, drama and

the arts in wartime

. Printed by a local. - publishing house-in Kuibyshev, Soyuznik

contains eight illustrated pages measuring 1?" by 13" and..is. distributed by the

Soviet State Newspaper Distributor* s .Organisation* Copies, will be supplied to

Soviet -newspapers and periodicals, major educational institutes, factory trade

union clubs and Red Army centres,

The centre spread, pictorial!sing the life and work.of,, typical groups of

British sailors, soldiers, airmen and workers, with greetings and' descriptions
of: their activities written by the men and women pictured, is in the form of a

■'"wall news paper" for pinning..'on factory announcement boards in the usual Soviet

style.

Front page of the first issue carries a portrait of Mr, Churchill, with a

famous quotation from one of his’ speeches, a short article by Mr, Brendan

'Bracken, Minister of 'information, and messages from Anthony Eden, Foreign

Secretory, and Admiral Sir'Dudley Pound, First Sea Lord as head of the Senior

Service,

Other messages to appear in the first issues are from the Air Marshals of

Bomber, Fighter and Coastal Command; from trades union leaders, headed by Sir

Walter Citrine; and from R,M. Barrington-Wrd‘ (Editor of The Times), Sir Henry

Wood, Sir John Russell, J.B, Priestley, Jacob Epstein, -Dame-Sybil Thorndike
x ._

Dame Laura Knight, Professor Haldane, Lady MacRobert, Sidney & Beatrice Webb

(Lord E Lady Passfield), Lena Chivers (vice-President, National Union of

Students), and the President of the Royal Academy.

Material for Britanskyi Soyuznik is prepared by the Ministry of Information,

London, and wirelessed to Kuibyshev, where it is translated by a staff of Soviet

linguists. Photographs and cartoons arc radioed to Moscow, whence they are

flown to Kuibyshev.

Britanskyi Soyuznik is edited by the Embassy press Department,
headed by John Lawrence, Press Attache, in collaboration with Victor Finn,

distinguished Soviet journalist and a member of the Soviet Railwaymen's Trade

Union Publishing House, Mr, Finn, whose services have been lent by the Soviet

Government, has been to Britain and speaks English •'well,

/Publication



Publication of the first issue of Britanskyi Soyuznik on August 15 marks the

culmination of a story of the overcoming of tremendous difficulties in producing a

newspaper to present the British effort to our Soviet Allies,

First plans were laid in April When John Lawrence, Press Attache, was still

on the way to the U.S.S.R. with his staff.

They carried with them a complete photographic library of 4,000 photographs,
a miniature newspaper ''morgue”, latest reference books about Britain at war and

many unpublished memoranda on the British war effort.

But the ship on which they were travelling was sunk and all this material

and much besides - was lost. The party Was saved.

They reached Kuibyshev, seat of the. Soviet Foreign Office and the British

Embassy, towards the end of June. Then they had to begin building up - from

nothing.

Pictures for the first few numbers including an excellent portrait of

Mr. Churchill were improvised from photographs in the Embassy Library and Soviet

newspaper offices. Much of the material lost at sea was duplicated from London

by wireless telegraphy, radio picture and air.

Then Mr, Lawrence went sick with a temperature of 104° - result of his

immersion in the Arctic Sea when the ship was sunk. For two weeks he had to

direct operations from bed*

Still there were no Soviet staff, no translators, no office, no blocks or

block makers, no machinery, no newsprint,

But thanks to the Soviet authorities, within a month a nucleus Soviet staff

was appointed, newsprint secured and a local printing house instructed by the

Soviet Government to produce the paper pending the Embassy* s return to Moscow,

There was still no office and editorial conferences were held in a bedroom of the

"Grand Hotel" overlooking the Volga, In the absence of filing cabinets,

envelopes etc, wardrobes and chests of drawers were used for filing. The

typical Russian art of improvisation proved itself.

Production of the first foreign newspaper in.the U.S.S.R. became. symbolic of

Anglo-Soviet co-operation in wider theatres. Compositors and printers voluntarily

worked overtime; Kuibyshev printers are having to produce many times their peace-

time output. Many men printers have been called up and their places have been

taken by women.

Team work between the British and Soviet staff has made it possible to edit

an eight-page illustrated weekly newspaper with half the editorial staff 3,000 miles

away in London,
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